Product data sheet

Risk Performance Manager
(Report Builder)
Can you answer the key questions being
asked by your Management Team?
Often, the discussions at management meetings generate
the need for deeper investigation and analysis; ARM RPM
will help Professionals quickly provide responses to
these ad-hoc questions. This gives the organisation the
intelligence it needs to make the right strategic decisions.
ARM RPM enables information from ARM to be presented in a variety of
formats such as dashboards, tables, charts and matrices to make the
information come alive. New reports can be developed quickly and easily by
ARM users, without the need for IT department resources or any specialist
knowledge of the underlying ARM database structure or relationships. It
provides the ability to produce new management information from the
information being managed in ARM. This could be be risks, mitigations,
incidents, investigations, controls, audits or anything that these objectives
relate to - such as projects, business units, geography, assets, accounts
or objectives.
ARM RPM is delivered with a range of templates. It is easy to customize the
templates to create your own graphically-rich reports with drag and drop
simplicity. You have complete control over data filtering, layout, presentation
styles, colours, fonts, backgrounds and use of images such as company
logos. RPM also gives you the freedom to do more with your data and
present it in different ways such as risk scores adjusted by proximity, or to
prioritise Audits according to the number of open actions.
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ARM RPM comes with pre-defined data models that understand the
relationships between all entities in the ARM database covering Risk, Incident
and Audit data, as well as historical change information and relationships
between Risks and Incidents or Audits.
ARM RPM combines these with the delivered report templates and your own
formats to produce customized reports. ARM RPM reports inherit ARM’s
security and audit features to protect access to sensitive information. In this way,
the same report link can be issued to different users and the security model
will ensure those users can only see what is relevant to them. There is also a
growing ARM RPM user community sharing useful report designs between
organisations. Importantly, dashboards and reports built using RPM data models
will retain forwards compatibility with future versions of ARM - thereby removing
the often time consuming and expensive burden of updating custom reports as
part of an ARM upgrade.
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Just like standard and custom reports, the powerful data filtering model within
ARM can be used to slice and dice the data that is sent to the reports using the
same filters that have been created in ARM. In this way, the same report can be
used to present different sets of information simply by changing the data filter.
Dashboards and reports can be published back to ARM for users through the
application, which is directly accessed through a URL link from user productivity
tools such as MS Outlook and MS SharePoint. It can also be accessed through
any intranet, or even as desk top icons whilst still retaining the inherited security
and data filtering features.
With ARM RPM, you will save days in collating multiple spreadsheets from
around the organization and turning this data into reports and graphics. ARM
RPM gives your management team the confidence to trust the integrity and
completeness of the information presented. It gives you back the time to add
value by analysing and managing the risks - rather than just administering them.
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